Automatic coffee machine
with filter holder
The Italian bar at your home!
Declining the technology of the bar
professional machine in a home-made
product, you can enjoy all the quality
that a good coffee has to possess to
give you real moments of pleasure!

Profile
Completely made of 304 stainless steel - even the filter holder
and the coffee press - is the homecoming point of the coffee
machine's technology.
Adaptability
The strength that makes it unique! Everyone at your house can
enjoy the favorite coffee brand! Thanks to an adapters kit, the
machine allows you to use almost all the wafers and caps on
the market (original and compatible): from Lavazza passing
through Illy and Nespresso, to many others in similar sizes.
Grinding
The enthusiast who prefers to use powdered coffee beans or
waffles can satisfy this desire thanks to the coffee grinder
integrated in the machine body - completely made of 304
stainless steel - which also allows to modify the finesse of
grinding and the amount of coffee to be dispensed.

Versatility
The machine can dispense two coffees at the same time
allowing you to choose between espresso, medium or long, not
excluding the possibility of even flavored coffee, decaffeinated,
barley, ginseng, tea and various infusions. The steam delivery
for cappuccino and hot water for herbal teas completes the
versatility characteristics.
Functions
Nothing was left to chance. The machine allows programming
of the timer for turning on and off, setting the user profile and
adjusting the steam and coffee temperature; Provides for the
setting of water hardness, led illumination, decalcification
notice, automatic cleaning and decalcification.

Accessories supplied as standard
_Grid
_Water hardness kit
_User manual and notes Connection cable
_Fixing base
_Fixing screws

Optional accessories
_Bottom drawer for coffee cups
_Coffe beans bag
_Connection to the water network
_Decalcification pastes
_Carbon filter
_Diagnostic Kit (PC or Internet)
_Updated software kit
Display
Available with TFT display or
touch control

Technical datas
Material:
Product dimensions:
Measures of the forniture for flush mounting for fit for frame installation:
Measures of the forniture for flush mounting:
Appliance weight:
Package dimensions:
Package dimensions drawer:
Gross weight:
Water tank:
Freshness keeper beans tank:
Coffee boiler heating time:
Voltage:
Voltage:
Pump pressure:
Pump consumption:
Coffee and steam boiler consumption:
Grinder consumption:
Maximun consumption:
Energy consumption in a year:
Power consumption in standby mode:
Approvals:

stainless steel 304 and glass
H 460 x W 595 x D 320 mm
H 462 x W 597 x D 322 mm
H 450 x W 560 x D 322 mm
26/32 kg
H 550 x W 700 x D 455 mm
H 250 x W 600 x D 455 mm
max 32/38 kg
2,5 l
350 g
< 2 minutes
220-240 V / 50/60 Hz
110 V/60 Hz on request
15/19 bar
48 watt
1000 W
100 W
1,1 kW
<290 kW/h
<0,3 W
CE - EMC - CB - ROHS

Legend
Measure for flush mounting
(Fit for frame installation)
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